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MANAGEMENT TEAM
CEO/IRO: Georges RAWADI
CFO: Fabrice GUEZ
CSO: Sandrine CLAUS

TARGETED MARKET
Obesity
Metabolic diseases
Inflammatory diseases

PRIVATE COMPANY
CREATION DATE
2010

MISSION
We use our comprehension of gut microbiome to develop novel therapeutics for metabolic disorders and other impacting diseases

TECHNOLOGY
We are developing clinical and pre-clinical stage programs exploiting the potential gut microbiome, its derivatives or compounds that modulate it

UPCOMING CATALYSTS
• Initiation of clinical study of our Medical Nutrition product for managing obesity
• Filing for our first LBP (Living Biotherapeutic Product) for first in human

KEY FIGURES (millions of euros)
Total found raising since inception = €16.5M

SHAREHOLDERS
Seventure Partners
Family offices

PIPELINE
• Stablor: ready for filing for clinical, indication obesity
• LBP: in preclinical stage for obesity and metabolic diseases
• Microbiome peptide: exploratory stage